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The term sidemount diving indicates a configuration of equipment where the cylinders are

mounted only at the side of the body and not on the back (backmount). Special attachment and

buoyancy systems are being used, which show the benefits of this way of diving to its best

advantage: freedom of movement, diving in any desired body position, perfect trim, etc.The

book tells you all aboutEquipment:- Sidemount Systems- Weight systems- sidemount

cylinders- Valves- Regulators and hoses- Torches- AccessoriesConfiguration:- Sidemount

System- Tank Rigging- Regulators for up to 2 tanks- Torches- Argon supply of dry suit-

AccessoriesSkills:- Equipment Setup- Donning cylinders- Entering the water- Diving in all

positions- Propulsion techniques- Gas Management- Valve Drill- Out of Gas- Emergency

ascent- etc.The new unique dictionary of Sidemount Diving!
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training and years of experience are necessary to practise this sport safely. This book cannot

replace either of the two!The author does not assume responsibility or liability for any

accidents, damage, injuries, or casualties which may result from the use of information from

this book!The contents of this book have been carefully reviewed for mistakes, however they

possibility cannot be ruled out.Also, expert opinion and the current standard of knowledge can

be subject to change and adaptation.The information in this book is based on the personal
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equipment. However, due to the wide range of variations it cannot be universally valid.
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1 IntroductionSome years ago I was talking to a very good friend of mine, a professional and

very experienced cave diver, about sidemount diving.In his broad southern German dialect he

exclaimed, very upset, ‘Oh, don’t give me any of this bull… . All of a sudden everybody is an

expert. Just because they’ve conducted a few dives with sidemount configuration they think

they can tell us how it works. We’ve been doing this for years, but they think they know it

all!’Back then I didn’t follow this up, but later I found out: he was right!What I mean to say

is:Sidemount diving is not really new. It has just lived in the shadows for a long time or was

regarded as a second-rate variation of backmount diving (in the form of stages).There is



indeed very little instructional material on the market, presumably in order not to encourage

divers to try an autodidactic approach.There are a lot of variations and just as many instructors

who propagate their own specific system. And when observing the debates on the internet, you

can really get the impression that quite a few people, who are professional instructors, rail at

everything that differs from their own dogma – probably because they feel their reputation and

possibly their existence as a professional instructor might be in jeopardy!But ideologies often

prevent you from seeing the bigger picture. One should look at all the options before making a

choice. Everybody has different preferences, and something that is suitable for one person may

not be the right thing for another.And last but not least – if the crazy cave-diving danger

seekers have been using sidemount configurations for years and are still alive, it can’t be that

bad!Of course I will elaborate on all these points in the following chapters and hope that it will

be as informative as interesting.However the considerations in this book cannot be final, there

are too many possible variations and different training instructors attach more importance to

some points than to others. Some things are suitable for all purposes, others specifically for

technical diving and so forth, but primarily this book is aimed at beginners of sidemount diving.
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surfdoggi, “Provides a good resource with so few other texts on the subject. Informative book

on history and techniques for sidemount diving. Provides a good resource with so few other

texts on the subject.”

Caminante, “Buen manual. Lo compré mientras estaba haciendo el curso de Sidemount y me

fue muy útil tanto para la configuración como para entender mejor la filosofía de esta

modalidad de buceo.”

Andrea Eichmann, “Gut. Leider keine deutsche Ausgabe”

The book by Edward Friedman has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 4 people have provided feedback.
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